NORTH    POLE
Smirnov. Bass wrote notes indefatigably about the advance
which his young missionaries had made in the tundra during
the last twelve months. The propeller roared, but we had
all got used to that during the past few days. Only when
the engine stopped and the 'plane was down on the water
once more did everybody wake up. This time I was sure
that I could not have slept more than half an hour when,
with a few swings of the machine right and left, the engine
throttled down, and we suddenly sat on the river with a
heavy bump. I crawled out to sec what had happened.
Sadkov and the navigator sat on the edge of their cockpit,
feet dangling overboard.
Tog3, said Sadkov.   'Can't go on.'
'So what?'
'Wait   Can't do anything else.'
I sat down next to him. We were wrapped in floating
white mist and could not see more than a dim outline of
the river shore to our right. Nothing to the left.
This is the worst thing about Arctic aviation in summer.
Only when the territory will be fully mapped and a greater
number of radio stations established to give reliable
bearings to the pilot will it be possible to disregard the lack
of visibility, rise above the blanket and continue the flight
unconcerned. So far, Sadkov tells me, he has to keep
above the river and cannot risk losing it out of sight. As
long as he sticks to its course he knows where he is going to
and is assured of the continuous company of an emergency
landing-field. Sadkov, who had shown his interest for
literature before, when he reached for Dickens at the station
library at Khatanga, now surprised me with more questions
about English writers. His pet was Shakespeare (who is
the pet of many others in Russia to-day). Sadkov, however,
was not quite satisfied with the treatment his plays were
afforded at the hands of Moscow's producers.
el'd give a month's wages to see King Lear in London or
Stratford. Pravda had an excellent review about it from
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